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1. Introduction

The Who’s Tommy is a roof-raising musical explosion based on The Who’s 1969 concept album. This exhilarating story of hope, healing and the human spirit is filled with iconic hit songs like "Pinball Wizard," "See Me, Feel Me," "Acid Queen" and more. Pete Townshend’s Tony Award-winning tale of a young boy’s journey from pain to triumph is the most electrifying evening of rock and roll ever to play in a theatre!

2. The Who

The Who are a 60s English rock band that included Roger Daltrey (vocals), Pete Townshend (guitar), John Entwistle (bass) and Keith Moon (drums) and became famous for their rock music and stage presence. In the early days, Daltrey, Townshend and Entwistle played American-influenced blues and country music.

3. Roger Daltrey performs at the Hammersmith Apollo in London.

During one show in London in 1964, Pete Townshend accidentally broke the head of his guitar on the ceiling. Angered by the smirks from the crowd, he decided to play it up and actually smash his guitar on stage. The next performance, Keith Moon smashed his drum set and instrument destruction became a staple of The Who’s shows. Their first hits in the U.S. were “Happy Jack” and “I Can See for Miles.” After playing at famous festivals like Monterey Pop (in California in 1967) and Woodstock (in New York in 1969) their fame increased, and it reached a high point with the release of Tommy in 1969. Indian mystic Meher Baba was a huge influence on Townshend, and Townshend said “Tommy” was an exploration of his ideas on different states of consciousness. The Who were inducted into the Rock & Roll Hall of Fame in 1990.

“Tommy” has been revived in countless iterations over the past four decades: from a movie to a Broadway musical to a symphony and even a ballet. "My Tommy is much more like the
original conception," Daltry tells Rolling Stone. "It's more like the Who were on record than we ever were on stage. It's interesting to hear it in its pure form with all the backing vocals and other instruments. There's also quite a few songs from the album that the Who never even played. I'm doing the whole thing."

Daltrey first got the idea to stage Tommy earlier this year when booking acts for his annual Teenage Cancer Trust charity shows at the Royal Albert Hall.

His aim is to approach the material from a new perspective. "My narrative has more to do with the listener listening to the album," Daltrey says. "I've always felt that my perspective of Tommy has always been from inside it – not from outside. I think that the secret of the success of those albums in those days was the fact that the listener was getting their own subjective view of what little bit of them in 'see me, me.' Indeed, I feel like everybody going through their life. With this show, on a spiritual journey."

To help realize his vision, local college students to be projected on screens wanted to get Tommy for the Sixties and Seventies. I'm completely knocked out done with it.

It's very difficult to explain what exactly it is, but it's a lot of beautiful animation and a lot of really, really ideas. It's look at."

**Assignment 1:** Comment on Daltrey's assumption!

Usually an audience in a theatre simply wants to be entertained.

What does being **taken on a spiritual journey** mean to a spectator?

How did you feel when watching the show? With which character and situation could you identify?

**Share and discuss different statements in class!**

4. Characters

- **TOMMY / THE NARRATOR**
The 18-year-old Tommy who narrates the story and appears to Tommy at ages 4 and 10.

- **MRS. WALKER**
Tommy’s mother.

- **MR. WALKER**
Tommy’s father who was believed to be dead for the first 4 years of Tommy’s life.

- **UNCLE ERNIE**
Tommy’s drunk, demented uncle.

- **COUSIN KEVIN**
Tommy’s cousin. A bully.

- **SALLY SIMPSON**
One of Tommy’s fans.

- **THE ACID QUEEN**
A harlot with supposed healing powers.

- **THE BOYFRIEND**
Mrs. Walker’s lover after she believes Mr. Walker to be dead.

- **THE HAWKER**
A man who leads Mr. Walker and Tommy to the Acid Queen

*Tommy and Cousin Kevin from the 2008 production at Los Angeles’ The Ricardo*
5. Synopsis

Act I

The year is 1940. The audience sees a montage of Mr. and Mrs. Walker meeting, their marriage, the deployment of Mr. Walker to WWII and his capture in a Prisoner of War (POW) camp ("Overture").

Mrs. Walker and Uncle Ernie are informed that Mr. Walker is missing and presumed dead. A nurse enters and hands Mrs. Walker her son ("It's a Boy"). The years pass, and we see Walker released when the war ends in 1945. Still believing Walker takes a celebrates her the recently the home and sees scuffle, and Mr. boyfriend. In an seeing the towards a mirror. aggressively tell seen. The police traumatized, gazes older version of young Tommy)

Captain Walker is tried but found not guilty. The family celebrates but is shocked when they realize the cost: Tommy is now deaf, dumb and blind. A battery of doctors and nurses examine Tommy to no avail ("Sparks"). The year is 1950. The Walkers take 10-year-old Tommy to church and to a family dinner ("Christmas/See Me, Feel Me"). Back home, the Walkers worry about whether to leave Tommy with a drunken Uncle Ernie ("Do You Think It's Alright"), but they convince themselves that Tommy will be fine. When his parents get home, Tommy stares into the wardrobe mirror. His reflections become the Narrator ("See Me, Feel Me - Reprise").

Tommy's next babysitter, Cousin Kevin and his friends, taunt and bully him mercilessly ("Cousin Kevin"). The group then takes Tommy to a church youth group where, to everyone's astonishment, he plays pinball brilliantly ("Sensation"). Encouraged, the Walkers try yet another doctor, a psychiatrist, who tests Tommy without success ("Sparks - Reprise"). Mr. Walker is approached by The Hawker who promises a miraculous cure for Tommy ("Eyesight to the Blind").

They take Mr. Walker and young Tommy to the Isle of Dogs, a courtyard filled with drug users and drunks, to find a harlot called The Acid Queen. She attempts to coax Tommy into consciousness with drugs ("Acid Queen"). Mr. Walker, horrified, runs away with Tommy. The act ends in 1958 as a group of teenagers await 18-year-old Tommy’s appearance (now the same as the Narrator) at the amusement arcade ("Pinball Wizard").
Act II

The year is 1960, and Tommy has become the pinball champion and hero of the neighborhood boys (“Underture”). Mr. Walker, still in search of a cure, convinces his wife to try once more (“It’s a Boy - Reprise/There’s a Doctor”). They take Tommy to a specialist who turns him to a mirror. Tommy sings with his 4 and 10-year-old selves, who appear only to him in the mirror (“Go to the Mirror/Listening to You”).

As Cousin Kevin and his friends toss a ball, they surround Tommy and ask if he’s been cured (“Tommy, Can You Hear Me?”). At the Walker house, Tommy’s parents express their frustration and the strain Tommy’s condition has on their relationship (“I Believe My Own Eyes”).

As Tommy stares into the mirror, Mrs. Walker picks up a chair, hurls it at the mirror, shattering it (“Smash the Mirror”). After reliving the murder scene from 14 years ago, he screams and he is free. Tommy celebrates his new-found consciousness, as the Walkers, Uncle Ernie and the Minister all come to marvel at his recovery (“I’m Free/Pinball Wizard - Reprise”). Still shocked from the turn of events, Tommy decides to leave home.

The year is 1961 and Tommy, now a huge pinball star, enters the stage riding a pinball machine. He is surrounded by reporters. His parents tell the press that they don’t see much of him anymore.

Years pass. When interviewed, Cousin Kevin tells reporters he has always believed in Tommy’s greatness. Tommy goes on stage and climbs atop a huge, mirrored pinball machine. He dons a mask that blinds, deafens and mutes him and rides the machine (“I’m Free - 2nd Reprise”). An unseen crowd roars (“How Can We Follow”).

**Vocabulary Aids 3**

- **to marvel** – to express surprise and admiration
- **pummeled** – to be beaten with fists
- **to capitalize on** – to profit from
- **to don** – to put on
Uncle Ernie tries to capitalize on Tommy’s stardom by selling Tommy souvenirs in a carnival-like setting (“Tommy’s Holiday Camp”). Cousin Kevin tells the story of one of Tommy’s fans, teenage Sally Simpson, and we see it played out: against her parents’ wishes, Sally manages to sneak out of her house and attend Tommy’s concert. She gets on stage and tries to touch Tommy, but when he pushes her aside, she falls and is pummeled by the guards (“Sally Simpson”). Tommy, in horror, realizes how caught up in the celebrity machine he has become. He invites Sally and his other fans back to his house (“Welcome”).

At the Walker’s residence, Sally asks Tommy how she can be more like him and less like herself (“Sally Simpson’s Question”). He is confused and says he waited years to be like them. Disenchanted with their hero, the crowd turns on him and leaves (“We’re Not Gonna Take It”). Tommy hears the voice of his ten-year-old self. He turns to his family, whom he has ignored during his stardom, and embraces them in acceptance (“See Me, Feel Me - Reprise/Listening - Reprise”). The show ends as everyone but Tommy exits. The 4-year-old Tommy, 10-year-old Tommy and adult Tommy look out in different directions.

INFO:

Catatonia is a state of neurogenic motor immobility, and behavioral abnormality manifested by stupor. It was first described in 1874: Die Katatonie oder das Spannungsirresein (Catatonia or Tension Insanity).

Patients with catatonia may experience an extreme loss of motor skills or even constant hyperactive motor activity. Catatonic patients will sometimes hold rigid poses for hours and will ignore any external stimuli. Patients with catatonic excitement can suffer from exhaustion if not treated. Patients may also show stereotyped, repetitive movements.

They may show specific types of movement such as waxy flexibility, in which they maintain positions after being placed in them by someone else, or gegenhalten (lit. "counterhold"), in which they resist movement in proportion to the force applied by the examiner. They may repeat meaningless phrases or speak only to repeat what the examiner says.
6. Approaches to the Musical …..

The movie came out in 1975 and garnered Academy Award nominations for Ann-Margret (Best Actress) and Pete Townshend (for scoring and film adaptation). It followed The Who’s 1969 album that Townshend masterminded with songs that put a period on a decade that brought baby boomers through two Kennedy assassinations, a civil rights movement, Woodstock and a moon landing. Then Des McAnuff’s 1992 La Jolla Playhouse production ran on Broadway for over two years and garnered five Tony Awards including Best Score. So it begs the question: How do today’s 20-something actors put their own stamps on such an iconic piece?

…….Voices of Different Directors:

6.1 Oanh Nguyen Brings The Who’s Tommy to Anaheim’s Chance Theatre July 2010

The trick to directing The Who’s Tommy for director Oanh Nguyen is referring to the script – and only the script. “I’ve never seen the movie and I don’t intend to,” says Nguyen, who also co-founded the Chance Theater in 1999 and is its Artistic Director. “Maybe when the run’s over we’ll watch it as a cast. But, from what I hear,” he adds, “this show will be very different from the movie.”

As for the rest of the cast, Nguyen adds, “It’s just finding the right balance and the right chemistry. We had a lot of great voices come out to audition, so we were lucky in that respect. But it’s a large cast – about 18 – and very challenging costume-wise. Everyone’s got six or seven changes. The whole show has been tremendously challenging, from the music to the narrative to the design elements. But we have the added bonus of using a new projection system thanks to a sponsorship.” That projector, Nguyen notes, will help to identify time and place “and images that’ll help us get inside Tommy’s brain.”

Nguyen chuckles when he admits Tommy is the first operetta he will have directed. “I’ve done a lot of Sondheim,” he says. “But those are more like plays with music. This is different. It’s been a big learning experience for them,” Nguyen admits, “because of the new technology we’re dealing with. Our audiences will have never seen anything like it here.”

There may be smoke and mirrors but they will not be there as a means to deceive anyone.

Director Oanh Nguyen says casting the adult Tommy was not all that difficult. “But we had a tough time finding the two little Tommy boys. They’re 6 and 11. That was an interesting process because of the subject matter. Plus, it’s a musical.
We had to reassure their parents that the Acid Queen wouldn’t do anything too vulgar. Thankfully, both boys have been on stage before and they know each other.

6.2 Michael Tapley at the “Theatre under the Stars” (Houston, Texas 2010)

Tapley has been involved in *Tommy* as a swing and as Tommy’s understudy in the Broadway production and the National Touring cast.

**What is your history with The Who’s Tommy?** I remember singing along to Elton John’s “Pinball Wizard” in the 1973 movie. After I auditioned for the tour against 250 other guys, I went on the road with Tommy as a swing. As a swing, it was challenging to know so many roles, but it kept me busy and interested. Then I auditioned to [understudy] Tommy on the National Tour. We went to the Kennedy Center and performed for President Clinton. The tour closed, and I moved to understudy Tommy on Broadway.

**What is it about the show that appeals to multiple generations?** The music and story are universal. There’s the aspect of family, about going through difficult times, supporting each other, overcoming obstacles and coming together. There’s also Tommy’s teenage animosity for his parents, and then the point when Tommy realizes his life without his family isn’t getting him anywhere. I think everyone can identify with that.

**How do you feel about the piece on stage?** The film in 1973 leans towards “sex, drugs, rock and roll” in the post-psychedelic age, and it wasn’t right for *Tommy* at all. Des McAnuff dug it off the back shelf and pulled Pete [Townshend] in to help conceive the stage version, which is completely and totally brilliant. Some people are “afraid” of [the musical on stage] because they remember the movie. It’s nowhere near the movie! They finally found the right formula to tell the story. All the elements are perfect. It stays true to the energy of the music and finally makes sense.

**Why does Tommy play pinball as opposed to other arcade games?** During that time in London, if a teenager was given the choice between pool, darts or pinball, he’d choose pinball. Pinball was essentially the first video game.

**What has your experience with Tommy been like as a performer?** After being involved with *Tommy*, you’re spoiled. *Tommy* is the most exciting show I’ve ever done. The show I did right after was TUTS’ *My Fair Lady*. I love *My Fair Lady*, I do! I was a dancer in the ensemble but I was not a happy lad. Realizing what a magical piece *Tommy* is all together is hard. No show will ever feel the same. It’s bittersweet.

**What are some aspects you’re bringing to HSMT’s Tommy as director?** Obviously we can’t re-create the original, and I’m not sure we’d want to. The dancing is true to the story- every step means something. It’s very challenging because there’s very little dancing in unison. We’ve also cut one of the more “adult” scenes to allow the show to reach more people, particularly students.

---

**Assignment 2:**

- Read out the interviews in class!
- Discuss the approaches and attitudes of the two directors!
- Find more questions you would ask a director!
7. A Review

At Hollywood's Ricardo Montalbán Theatre, the music proves to be an adaptation's driving force.

By Charlotte Stoudt Special to The Times June 23, 2008

That ecstatic sense of liberation drives "The Who's Tommy," Townshend and Des McAnuff's theatrical adaptation of the band's 1969 concept album, now at the Ricardo Montalbán Theatre in Hollywood. That deaf, dumb, blind kid is back, and his hit list -- "I'm Free," "Pinball Wizard" and the sublime "See Me, Feel Me" -- sounds better than ever.

The big to-do of this production is its use of high-definition 3-D Sound, a new audio system designed by James Johnson. When you find your seat, a Bose headset is waiting. These headsets receive a mix unique to each night's performance: the sound produced by the live actors and musicians in the moment, and recorded cues -- a parachute drop during a World War II air mission, or an eerie distortion of a wolf cry, played when creepy Uncle Ernie (Hank Adams) is on the prowl.

It seems like a contradiction to go to a live event and put on headphones, but the experience neither makes nor breaks the evening. There are moments when the wall of sound effects makes for a dazzling head trip, others when it disconnects you from the actors on stage. But why not experiment with a classic that thumbed its nose at the rules?

Ken Russell's tripped-out 1975 film didn't exactly follow Syd Field's screenwriting rules, and the subsequent stage adaptation abbreviates the narrative to a visual haiku. The result has the feel of a parable: inexorable but without much psychological shading.

The violence that precipitates Tommy's shutdown should be brutal, shocking, even erotic. Yet the murder feels like a pre-show fight call, when actors mark their blocking as a warmup to the big onstage event. The moment should resonate through the show -- but it doesn't.

It's tricky when a rock opera's protagonist spends the first half of the show catatonic, and only after intermission does the production come to dramatic life. (The orchestra, led by Dan Redfeld, is excellent.) Director Brian Michael Purcell has assembled a strong cast, but its talent often seems overwhelmed by the soundscape. Ripley, who captivated last year in the Blank Theatre's "Little Fish," looks stranded here, her wide eyes in search of an actual scene. Schmid's pensive Capt. Walker fares a little better, but you wish they both had more to sing.

The show really has only one character: little Tommy, still as a statue until he breaks his mirror and spell of silence. We see him at age 4 (L.J. Benet), 10 (Lorenzo Doryon) and then as a teen (Aleks Pevec). Lean, athletic, with a mop of Roger Daltrey-esque curls, Pevec focuses the show, letting the music drive his physicality.

It's in Pevec's pinball scenes that Purcell and choreographer Denise Leitner really find their groove. Tommy's fans morph into an ecstatic collective in the face of their messiah's power, and the whole thing kicks into unbridled life.
We finally see what Tommy, rock 'n' roll and good theater can do -- collapse the boundaries between self and other, pain and release, fury and exultation. Listening to him, we get the music. From him, we feel the story. Headsets are a fine accessory, but what takes you to the mountain is the Who's immortal music, so good that every generation knows it was written just for us.

Assignment 3:

Write a review on the ETF production!

Discuss your reviews in class!

8. Working with the script – The final scene

(The family joins with TOMMY.
TOMMY, MRS. WALKER,
LISTENING TO YOU, I GET THE MUSIC;
GAZING AT YOU, I GET THE HEAT.
FOLLOWING YOU, I CLIMB THE MOUNTAIN.
TOMMY, WALKER, MRS. WALKER
I GET EXCITEMENT AT YOUR FEET.
(TOMMY turns to us)
RIGHT BEHIND YOU, I SEE THE MILLIONS;
ON YOU, I SEE THE GLORY.
FROM YOU, I GET OPINIONS;
FROM YOU, I GET THE STORY.
(22 Heathfield Gardens disassembles. TOMMY and his family are joined by others they've
met along the way. THEY all face us)
ALL
LISTENING TO YOU, I GET THE MUSIC;
GAZING AT YOU, I GET THE HEAT.
FOLLOWING YOU, I CLIMB THE MOUNTAIN.
I GET EXCITEMENT AT YOUR FEET.
RIGHT BEHIND YOU, I SEE THE MILLIONS;
ON YOU, I SEE THE GLORY.
FROM YOU, I GET OPINIONS;
FROM YOU, I GET THE STORY.
LISTENING TO YOU, I GET THE MUSIC;
GAZING AT YOU, I GET THE HEAT.
FOLLOWING YOU, I CLIMB THE MOUNTAIN.
I GET EXCITEMENT AT YOUR FEET.
RIGHT BEHIND YOU, I SEE THE MILLIONS;
ON YOU, I SEE THE GLORY.
FROM YOU, I GET OPINIONS;
FROM YOU, I GET THE STORY.
(During the last verse TOMMY has been enveloped by the ENSEMBLE. As they start to clear we see TOMMY is back in his metal casing exactly as he was at the top of Act One.
WALKER and MRS WALKER stare at him with guilt-ridden anguish for a moment before turning their backs on him and walking away.
SPECIALIST (Voice Over)

Assignment 4:
Describe the visual signs and the stage action of the final scene at the ETF!
Which message do you see and feel behind it?
Write a short story: “Tommy’s future life”

Don’t lose hope, Mr and Mrs. Walker. We won’t give up on him and neither should you. Who knows what’s going on in that head of his. There’s every chance that Tommy could one day make a complete recovery. Until then we’ll watch over him. Make sure he has everything he needs.
The WALKERS exit.
Beat.
(Slowly, spoken, almost mechanically)
TOMMY CAN YOU HEAR ME?
TOMMY CAN YOU HEAR ME?
TOMMY CAN YOU HEAR ME?
CAN YOU HEAR ME?

9. Special female Characters and Roles:

9.1 Sally Simpson

Sally sneaks out of her house to see Tommy in concert toward the end of Act II. She gets on stage and tries to touch Tommy. He pushes her away and she’s beaten by security guards. It’s the moment when Tommy, caught up in his own celebrity, realizes the mistakes he has made in his adult life. He invites Sally back to his house where she asks how she can be more like him. She leads him toward his redemption.

9.2 The Acid Queen

As for putting her own stamp on the role, Barton says she first looked at what the woman wants. “Sure, she agrees to try to cure Tommy but she has her own
needs, too, in terms of money and drugs. Vocally it’s interesting because I’m following after women like Tina Turner and Cheryl Freeman – women with huge presences and amazing voices. So how am I going to attack this?”

Barton had to stop listening to the album. She says. “I knew I wasn’t going to do a copy-cat version of them. But the song ‘Acid Queen’ mixes rock and soul, which makes me happy. Once I knew what The Gypsy wanted, I could figure out the vocal technique.” Barton grew up doing traditional vocals in musical theatre. “But when I write music, I do it in a rock style. Tommy is one of those musicals I’ve really loved because it’s from a rock album. It really hits home for me. And in this case, it’s been fun letting my singing and thoughts on the character influence each other.”

10. Themes

10.1 Celebrity Culture

Our society is fascinated with the celebrity culture. Often the more outrageous someone is, the more publicity he or she receives!

The celebrity culture refers to the culture of popularizing certain people who have certain attributes that society deem exceptional. In this modern era, these attributes may or may not be genuine. Back in the days of actors, actresses, singers, authors, producers, artists, sports people and dancers and so forth, people needed to have certain talents and virtues to be known throughout society. Now it is common for people to be well-known and in television talk shows and celebrity magazines due to their unethical behavior or belligerent self-promotion. People sometimes attempt at becoming famous by various means such as entering reality TV or dating someone of high status. The glorification of people who seek stardom has made the celebrity culture based on infamy not fame. That is the main reason why many people dislike celebrities.

Unfortunately the celebrity culture has and always will have an influence on society. As they are constantly in the media, they have become role models for adolescents and teenagers. Interest in celebrities makes for a multi billion dollar business in celeb sites. This has raised a number of issues, many of them controversial and causes major debates concerning the influence of these famed people. For example, the appeal of drug and alcohol abuse has increased due to images of intoxicated celebrities spread across magazines and television. Furthermore casual celebrity sex appears to be the norm amongst the youth. Unfortunately nothing can be done to monitor who does or doesn’t become famous as the power in is is in the hands of the media. They are able to control what our children see. Unfortunately sex, drugs, rock and roll and any form of controversy is where the money lies.
10.2 Celebrity culture 'harms pupils'

Children’s educational aspirations risk being damaged by the cult of celebrity, teachers’ leaders have warned. Teachers fear their pupils’ obsessions with footballers, pop stars and actors are affecting their progress in school, and limiting their career aspirations.

Some 60% of teachers said their pupils most aspired to be David Beckham, in a survey for the Association of Teachers and Lecturers (ATL). More than a third said pupils wanted to be famous for the sake of being famous.

Some 32% of the 304 teachers quizzed said their pupils modelled themselves on heiress Paris Hilton.

"Hard work"

Elizabeth Farrar
Primary school teacher from Scunthorpe warned: "We are deeply concerned that many pupils believe celebrity status is available to everyone. "They do not understand the hard work it takes to achieve such status and do not think it is important to be actively engaged in school work as education is not needed for a celebrity status." Too many pupils believe academic success is "unnecessary" because they think they are able to make their fame and fortune quite easily on a reality TV show. "They believe that they are much more likely to achieve financial well-being through celebrity than through progression to higher education and a 'proper' career."

"Those celebs who are excellent sportsmen or excellent actors are often overlooked and not shown as desirable to kids." Nearly three-quarters of teachers said they thought a focus on celebrity culture could have a positive effect as well as a negative one.

The worst excesses of celebrity culture may lend themselves to lurid headlines, but it is worth remembering that there are many more celebrities who set a good example on a local and national level.
Assignment 5:

People do crazy things when they become obsessive fans. One example is the vampire/werewolf craze brought on by the *Twilight* books and movies.

In groups:
- **RESEARCH** the impact of the *Twilight* craze (or pick another trend) on society.
- **DISCUSS** the questions below.

- How does *Twilight* present the role of men and women in romantic relationships?
- How would different age groups view the books and movies? Are they appropriate for young viewers?
- Does the book/movie have a message or moral? Is it positive or negative?
- How do dedicated *Twilight* fans act? Do you think that kind of behavior is acceptable or fanatical, like the fans in *Tommy*?

- **GATHER** a few news sources (magazines, newspapers, blogs)

- **ANALYZE** the people and stories.

- **DISCUSS** the following questions:

- Who do we idolize as a culture?
- What are some characteristics of these people? Are they good role models?
- Can you name anyone who purposely tries to stay out of the spotlight? Why?
- Some famous people, like actor George Clooney, use their celebrity status to draw attention to worthy causes. Is that a good use of their fame?
- What do you think the media should focus on?